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By Laure Maj

FIREFLY BOOKS LTD, Canada, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. A year s worth of the world s most beautiful and amazing creatures. Each page in this book
features a colour photograph of a member of the Animal Kingdom. It may be a mammal, a reptile or
amphibian, an insect, a bird, a fish or a mysterious ocean creature. It might be enormous like an
elephant or tiny like a spider. There are newborns, infants and adults. It could be fighting or eating,
running or sleeping, alone or with its littermates or herd. There are mysterious close-ups to
identify. And much more. Concise text identifies the animals and describes the scene. Some of the
animals profiled: * Otter - a mammal like a fish; * Penguin - warmth in groups; * Harlequin crab -
hiding in poison; * Chameleon - all-direction eyes; * Kingfisher - coughs up scales; * White
rhinoceros - is grey; * Hyena - powerful jaws; * Emu - superb runner; * Polar bear - sensitive nose; *
Cheetah - fastest creature; * Wolf - night vision; * Gorilla - powerful vegetarian; * Cape buffalo -
defensive horns; * Wasps - nests of...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is very gripping and exciting. I was able to comprehended everything out of this written e publication. You will not truly feel monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you question me).
-- Eulalia Schamberger-- Eulalia Schamberger

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e publication. I found out this book from
my dad and i encouraged this pdf to understand.
-- Georgianna Gerlach-- Georgianna Gerlach
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